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Geological summary
The Geopark is in Southern Alps of Lombardia, where there are the Ercinian crystalline basement
with Carboniferous-Permian intrusions and the Permo-Jurassic volcanic and sedimentary layers.
The latter indicates evolution of the Neo-Tetid sea and the early fragmentation of the Pangaea.
The spectacular outcrops and panoramic views allow to admire the various rock formations
indicating different environments of sedimentation and tectonic processes that built the Alps.
Moreover, there are some significant sites where important Triassic fossils are discovered.
In particular geomorphology is spectacular, with important forms of karst, evidences left by the
Pleistocene glaciers, slope movements and many sites showing relationships between
morphologies and tectonic structures and geological processes. These indicate a long and
complex evolution that now is visible from the lake to the peak of mountains. There are several
mining activities, that was an opportunity for the population to integrate with the geology of its
territory.
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Geological Heritage
1. Location of the proposed Geopark
The “Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark” (Fig. 2 and Fig. 20) (geographic coordinates WGS
84 of the center of the Geopark area 45°59’13”N-9°23’56”E) is confined to the East by the
administration limit of the Comunità Montana and extends, from the North clockwise, the peak of
Monte Legnone (2610 m.a.s.l), Pizzo dei Tre Signori (2553 m.a.s.l) and the Cima di Piazzo (2057
m.a.s.l). To the South limit of the Geopark extends until Morterone, following limit of Lecco and
extends to the North along the lake until Colico.
The following are boundary limit coordinates of the Geopark:
Northern extreme: the northernmost point of the Colico territory, near the Adda river (46°09’07”N9°21’47”E);
Eastern extreme: the easternmost point of the of Barzio territory, just South of the peak Piazza
(45°56’38”N-9°32’27”E);
Southern extreme: the southernmost point of Lecco territory, located within the Garalate Lake
(45°48’44”N-9°24’49”E);
Western extreme: the westernmost point of Varenna territory, it is within the Como Lake, between
Varenna and Menaggio (46°00’17”N-9°24’49”E).
The Geopark, although it’s totally within the Southern Alps, it has a very wide variety of sites of
stratigraphy, morphology, paleontology which are interestingly interwoven with local history and
human activities.

2. General geological description of the proposed Geopark (by P. Tognini)
By the end of Carboniferous, Europe was part of Pangea, with the old Hercynian chain being
eroded. Starting from the early Triassic (245 Ma) a vast shallow sea, the Neotetide, covered the
eastern part of Southern Europe which had a continental crust. During Jurassic (200-150 Ma),
Africa began to move Eastward in respect to Europe, causing at least two large continental E-W
fractures, breaking up Pangea and forming small plates (Iberia, Adria-Apulia and PelagonidiMenderes Plates), together with their surrounding seas, where later an oceanic crust was formed
(from West to East: the proto Atlantic Ocean, the Ligure-Piemontese Ocean, the Dinaric and
Vardar Oceans, with the last three probably linked Northward by a W-E branch). (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Plates in the Mediterranean area during middle
Jurassic (after Cita et al., 1990)

The history of the Alps is linked with the Ligure-Piemontese Ocean and its North-Eastern end: this
ocean, during Jurassic, separated the European Plate to the North from the African Plate to the
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South, with an oceanic crust at the base (basalts, serpentinites and gabbroes, covered by deep
sea deposits). By the end of Jurassic, velocity and direction of movements of the two plates
changed to compressive environment.
This compression induced the oceanic crust to be subducted southward under the African plate
(Fig. 5): the palaeogeography was characterized by a continental crust covered by a shallow sea
(Helvetic-Delfinese and Ultrahelvetic Domains) to the North. The ocean got deeper to the South
(Outer Pennidic Domain), the oceanic crust of the Ligure-Piemontese Ocean formed the Alpine
Ophiolitic belt and its sedimentary cover (Inner Pennidic Domain). Finally, to the South, the
Northern margin of the African Plate (better, the smaller plate called Adria-Apulia) was formed
which later become part of the Austroalpine and Southalpine Domains.

Fig. 5. Schematic model of the different terrains involved in the formation of the Alpine chain: E: Helvetic, UV:
Ultrahelvetic, V:Vallese; B: Brianzonese; LP: Ligeure-Piemontese Ocean) (after Cita et al., 1990)

During the Cretaceous period, the oceanic crust was completely subducted, and the Alps got
shaped, with Europe being partly subducted under Africa, and large slabs of the African Plate
cover thrusted West and Northwestward (Austroalpine Domain) over “European” domains. In the
meanwhile, the Southalpine domain was probably affected by South and Southeastward
backthrusting (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The Alpine chain and its main
palaeogeographic-structural domains (after
Cita et al., 1990)

The Southalpine Domain
The Alpine Domain s.l. extends in the Northern part of Lombardy, and to the South it is covered by
the Po Plain alluvial deposits. Under these deposits, the deepest southern margin of the Alpine
Domain lies under the Apennine deformation front. The Alpine Domain s.l. is divided into two main
structural domains by a main E-W tectonic line, the Insubric, or Jorio-Tonale Line, which separates
the Alps s.s. (Pennidic and Austroalpine domains) from the Southalpine, or Prealpine, domain (Fig.
7 - 8).
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The Southern Alps are built with the Hercynic metamorphic basement, and their southern parts are
covered by a thick sedimentary series, mainly marine carbonate, continuously from Carboniferous
to Cretaceous-Eocene. The sedimentary cover is deformed and displaced by south verging thrusts
and large scale regional folds, both Alpine in age (Fig. 9).
The Southern border was involved in the late neo-Alpine back-thrusting (upper Oligocene-lower
Miocene) of the Southalpine Molasse (Gonfolite Lombarda, Rupelian-Burdigalian) over the
Cretaceous Scaglia Formation.

5

Fig. 7. Simplified scheme of the Central Alps: 1 = sand-gravel Plio-Quaternary deposits covering the Po Plain and the
main valleys bottoms; 2 = Cenozoic granitoid intrusive masses (40-25 My) (MBr: Masino-Bregaglia Massif; Ad Adamello;
Tr: Triangia Granodiorite); 3 = sedimentary cover of the Austroalpine Units (Q: Quatervals; C: Chavalatsch; O: Ortles); 4
= basement of the Austroalpine Units (B: Bernina; S: Sella; M: Margna; G: Grosina; L: Languard; Ca: Campo; TO:
Tonale); 5 = Mesozoic sedimentary cover of the Pennidic Units, sometimes associated with ofiolites (MO: Ofiolites; MF:
Malenco- Forno Ofiolites; SC: Schams; PT: Platta); 6 = pre-Alpine and Alpine basement of the Pennidic Units (AD:
Adula; FA: Tambò; GR: Gruf; SU: Suretta; BD: Bellinzona-Dascio); 7 = Oligo-Miocene conglomerates (MS: Southalpine
Molasse); 8 = sedimentary cover of the Southalpine units (AL: Luganese Anticline; AO: Orobic Anticline; CC: Camuna
Culmination; UA: carbonate alloctonous units; PS: paraotoctonous units); ) 9 = basement of the Southalpine Units (after
Cita et al., 1990).

Fig. 8. Schematic scheme across the Italian Alps-Southern Alps (after Cita et al., 1990)
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Fig. 9. Structural arrangement of the Grigna Massif, with its three S- verging thrust sheets (after Cita et al., 1990)

Fig. 10. Structural arrangement of the Grigna Massif, with the sedimentary units forming the three thrust sheets: An:
Calcare di Angolo; P: Calcare di Prezzo; B: Formazione di Buchenstein; Es: Formazione di Esino; GB+G+VS: Calcare
Metallifero Bergamasco, Formazione di Gorno, Arenarie di Val Sabbia (drawing Alfredo Bini)

Geological and structural history
The main phases in the evolution of the Southalpine chain are rich in geological and structural
records in the sedimentary cover and, the events younger than Carboniferous can be summarized
as follows (Fig. 11):
1 – Carboniferous-Anisic subaerial erosion of a preexisting metamorphic basement (formed on the
Pangea during an older phase of orogenesis, the Hercynian orogenesis (300 Ma)), resulted in the
deposition of continental conglomerates mixed with volcanic products (Verrucano Lombardo Geosite n°11).
In the area, the metamorphic basement crops out in the Northern part of Como Lake, while the
conglomerates of Verrucano Lombardo are well exposed west of the Grigna Massif (Fig. 7 - 12).
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Fig. 11. Rock formations of the Southalpine sedimentary cover (after AA.VV.,
1990): 1 = Conglomerato Basale; 2 = Formazione di Mesenzana; 3 =
Formazione di Collio, Pietra Simona, Vulcaniti del Varesotto; Vulcaniti di
Auccia; Conglomerato del Dosso dei Galli; 4 = Conglomerato di Ponteranica; 5
= Verrucano Lombardo; 6 = Servino; Carniola di Bovegno; 7 = Calcare di
Angolo; 8 = Formazione di Bellano; 9 = Calcare di Camorelli, Calcare del
Dosso dei Morti; 10 = Calcare di Prezzo; 11 = Dolomia del S. Salvatore; 12 =
Formazione di Buchenstein, porfiriti ladiniche; 13 = Formazione di Wengen,
Argilliti di Lozio; 14 = Formazione di Perledo-Varenna, Calcare di Meride, Scisti
bituminosi di Besano; 15 = Formazione di Esino; 16 = Formazione di Breno,
Calcare Metallifero Bergamasco; 17 = Formazione di Cunardo; 18 = Arenarie
di Val Sabbia; 19 = Formazione di Gorno; 20 = Formazione di S. Giovanni
Bianco; 21 = Dolomia Principale; 22 = Calcare di Zorzino; 23 = Argilliti di Riva di
Solto; 24 = Calcare di Zu; 25 = Corna; 26 = Dolomia a Conchodon; 27: Corso;
28 = Calcare di Sedrina, Calcare di Moltrasio, Formazione di Saltrio, Gruppo
del Medolo p.p.; 29 = Calcare di Domaro, Gruppo del Medolo p.p.; 30 = Rosso
Ammonitico Lombardo; 31 = Formazione di Valmaggiore; 32 = Formazione di
Sogno; 33 = Formazione di Concesio; 34 = Radiolariti e Rosso ad Aptici; 35 =
Maiolica; 36 = Scaglia; 37 = Scaglia variegata, 38 = Marna di Bruntino, Sass de
la Luna; 39 = Scaglia rossa; 40 = Flysch pelitico-arenaceo; 41 = Flysch di
Pontida; 42 = Flysch del Varesotto; 43 = Arenaria di Sarnico, Conglomerato di
Sirone; 44 = Flysch di Bergamo, Scaglia cretaceo-paleocenica, 45 =
Formazione di Tabiago, Formazione di Ternate; 46: Formazione di Chiasso; 47
= Gonfolite (Molassa Sudalpina)

Fig. 12. Simplified geological map of the Grigna and Mt. Resegone
Massif (after Cita et al., 1990)
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2 – Triassic regional marine transgression of a vast shallow sea (the Neotetide) took place on the
Pangea and expanded, since Anisic, from East to West, producing the transitional fan-delta
(Servino, Carniola di Bovegno) and the shallow marine deposits (Calcare di Angolo - Geosite n° 8,
Formazione di Bellano - Geosite n° 7). Successively a vast carbonate shelves with deeper basin
and lagoons were formed and produced (Calcare di Prezzo - Geosite n° 8, Formazione di PerledoVarenna - Geosite n° 6, Formazione di Esino - Geosite n° 5, Calcare Metallifero Bergamasco,
interbedded with volcanoclastic and terrigenous deposits (Formazione di Buchenstein - Geosite n°
8, Formazione di Wengen). These were followed by the final terrigenous deposits produced from
an emerged land in the South (Arenarie di Val Sabbia and Formazione di Gorno) and evaporites
(Formazione di S. Giovanni Bianco) (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Palaegeography during Ladinian in Lombardy (after
Cita et al., 1990)

The whole series is well exposed in the Grigna Massif, on the Eastern part of Como Lake district,
where the whole Triassic sequence, from Servino to Formazione di S. Giovanni Bianco can be
observed, but it completely lacks in the Western part and in the Larian Triangle: some important,
still unknown, tectonic line under the lake (Fig. 9 - 10).
3 - new carbonate shelves expansion ended with the formation of the Dolomia Principale, a thick
dolomite formation that cover most parts of the Lombardy region (Dolomia Principale, Argilliti di
Riva di Solto). In the area, these formations are well exposed, in their original sequence, on the
Western shore of the Como Lake, whereas in the Larian Triangle they are scarcely visible and
strongly tectonized.
4 – breaking of the Pangea caused rifting in the upper Triassic-Jurassic, opening the LigurePiemontese Ocean between Africa and Europe. The Southern Alps Mesozoic sedimentary series
represents the northernmost portion of the African passive continental margin. The rifting created
low sediment-rate rises and strongly subsiding N-S basin, into which thick silica-rich limestone
sediments were deposited (Calcare di Zu) followed by a deeper basin radiolarites and cherts, fine
grained limestone and finally marles and clay-rich limestones.
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5 – subduction of the ocean since the upper Cretaceous, finally produced the thick flysch deposits
(upper Cretaceous-Eocene). These formations crop out in the southernmost hills just at the end of
the Po Plain (Fig. 14).

9

Fig. 14. Paleography in Lombardy during upper
Cretaceous (after Cita et al., 1990)

6 – eo-Alpine deformation phase, from late Cretaceous (Turonian) to Eocene, causing postcollision South-verging thrust, which in this area is recorded as a blind thrust-sheet.
7 – meso-Alpine extension phase (lower-middle Paleocene), with the intrusion of Adamello plutonic
mass in the NE of the area (Fig. 7).
8 – during the upper Oligocene-middle Miocene, the neo-Alpine intense compressive phase
produced the main tectonic structures in the area. The Cretaceous thrusting increased, with the
Southward migration of the deformation front, emersion of the northernmost areas and formation of
the marine transitional and turbiditic deposits. In the late back-thrusting, the Formazione di Chiasso
and Gonfolite Lombarda (middle-upper Oligocene- middle Miocene) were deposited over the
Mesozoic sequence.
9 – In the lower Pliocene-lower Pleistocene late Alpine deformation phase, the first Quaternary
glacial deposits were formed (only glaciotectonic deformation are found in them; glacial and
periglacial deposits are widespread all over the area) (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 – Map of the Lombard glaciers during
the Last Glacial Maximum (drawing and data
by Alfredo Bini)

Palaeogeographic history
Brief and scattered sinsedimentation emersion phases of Ladinian carbonate shelves gave rise to
palaeokarst, occasionally cut by present endokarst systems, but most of the area was subjected to
marine environment conditions at least until late Cretaceous: from this period on, while the tectonic
and structural arrangement of the Alps was taking place, larger and larger areas were raised above
sea level, thus being affected by relief modeling and indention, both at surface and underground.
The palaeogeographic and palaeoclimatic history from late Cretaceous on is important to
understand the endokarst evolution, and it can be summarized as follows (Fig. 16).
1 – during the early -eo-Alpine deformation phase, a vast subaerial area in the Orobic Alps (NE of
the area) fed flysch deposits, while during Eocene they were fed from isolated small areas, which
proves the relief was already complex and spiked, thanks to differential uplift rates.
2 – the turbiditic sandstones of the Formazione di Chiasso (upper Rupelian-Chattian) were fed by a
siliciclastic source just North to the area: materials from the Eocene Formazione di Ternate in the
Formazione di Chiasso record early subaerial conditions in small portions of the area.
3 – the Southalpine Molasse submarine canyon deposits prove the existence of early valleys N of
the area and along the Insubric Line. Erosion of these deposits record the occurrence of differential
tectonic uplifting, due to repeated deformation phases; during lower-middle Miocene, the neoAlpine phase produced intense tectonic uplifting. Due to the Southward migration of the
deformation front, intense folding and back-thrusting, the whole Southalpine margin was raised
above sea level.
4 – intense surface erosion occurred, affecting an inherited hydrographic network modeled by
predating morphologic and structural features, with pre-existing valleys getting more and more
embanked. Minor tectonic differential uplift probably continued during the upper Miocene, thus
increasing the erosion rate (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 16. Formation and evolution of the canyon now
forming Como Lake, together with its endokarst
systems (drawing by Paola Tognini, 1999)

Fig. 17. The main pre-Messinian valleys in Lombardy
(drawing and data by Alfredo Bini)

During Miocene, all the central-western Lombardy was subjected to tropical hot and humid climate,
under a dense rain forest covering a strongly spiked relief. Intense and deep weathering occurred,
resulting in the formation of a thick fersiallitic red soils, both on the Gonfolite Lombarda and
Calcare di Moltrasio.
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5 – the Messinian drying-off of the Mediterranean sea caused a dramatic lowering of the base
level, resulting in intense erosion rate and deep embankment of Oligocene-Miocene valleys which
are presently well detectable, by seismic survey, under the present sedimentary cover even under
the Po Plain (Fig. 18). In all the Southern Alps, the relief in this period was strongly spiked and
quite complex, with deeply embanked valleys, sometimes veritable canyons, and very steep slopes
(Fig. 16). The steep and deep valley embankment, together with continuous tectonic uplifting,
resulted in a general gravity-related structure. The base level lowering caused intense and deep
karst and pseudoendokarst processes, which had been affecting the area from the moment this
was raised above the sea level.
6 – during the upper Miocene-lower Pliocene, Messinian valleys got partially filled with sediments
by surface erosion of the fersiallitic soil covering the whole area. The huge volume of the mobilized
sediments records very intense erosion processes, under continuous tropical climate. These
deposits were affected by early late-Alpine Plio-Quaternary deformations.

Fig. 18. Section of Como Lake in its deepest point (drawing
by Alfredo Bini)

7 – after the erosion of the upper Messinian conglomerates, lower Pliocene marine ingression
caused the deposition of thick marine clays on the bottom of the Messinian valleys. Later it was
covered with coarser materials from the coast line. Clay minerals clearly indicate the existence of
fersiallitc soils on the slopes. The relief should have been deeply indented, with a raise-like
landscape (Fig. 19), under persistent tropical climate conditions. Canyons bottom filling and base
level raising after marine ingression caused drowning of karst deepest parts, which during
Messinian should have achieved their maximum depth.
8 – during Pliocene, at the Southern margin, the late-Alpine N-S compressive phase resulted in a
reactivation of neo-Alpine blind thrusts at depth, causing on the surface a reactivation of large
scale Alpine folding, accommodation deformations and differential uplifting. A structural analysis of
deposits of post Conglomerati di Pontegana show a deformation phase continuous during the
whole Pliocene and probably until lower Pleistocene. After the lower Pleistocene, the only
deformations observed in sediments are glaciotectonics (Bini et al., 1993; Uggeri et al. 1995;
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Zanchi et al., 1995; 1997). Recorded differential tectonic uplifting in this area varies from 300
m.a.s.l. to 700 m.a.s.l., such as the Chiasso Plain. This fact is supported by the altitude inwhich the
lower Pliocene marine deposits are situated, both outcropping and in drilling cores (Felber, 1993).
This caused a new erosion of the predating valleys deposits and a concurrent slope gravity
instability, initiating deep-seated gravity deformation structures to be (re)activated. This resulted a
new phase in the evolution of the pre-existing cave systems, causing deformation of some caves
and cave passages.
9 – during the lower-middle Pliocene, the climate was tropical or sub-tropical, but from the late
Pliocene on, climate got colder and colder, announcing Pleistocene glaciations. Progressive
suffering and disappearing of the vegetation cover occurred and surface erosion of the Miocene
tropical soils and alterites increased. The marine regression and the first glaciations caused
discontinuous sedimentations characterized by debris-flow, fluvial and fluvio-glacial coarse-grain
sedimentation at the canyons bottom.
10 – a long period of alternating warm and cold climate began, related to the Quaternary
glaciations. During the last 2.6 Ma, at least 13 glacial advance phases have been detected in the
Verbano and Lario Amphitheatre (Fig. 15).

Fig. 19. Paleogeography of the Souther margin of the Como
Lake district during Pliocene marine transgression (drawing
and data by Alfredo Bini)

Between each glacier advance warmer interglacial periods are recorded. During cold periods
vegetation cover was reduced, or absent, glaciogenic sediments were deposited at, or below
glacier levels, while at higher altitudes periglacial detritus were produced and older soils, alterites
and older glacial deposits were eroded, transported and re-deposited. During warmer periods,
restoring of the vegetation cover and pedogenic weathering of pre-existing deposits occurred. The
Last Glacial Maximum occurred about 21 ky BP, while forest recovery is confirmed by pollen
analysis in deposits 15 ky old in the Como district.
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3. Listing and description of geological sites within the proposed Geopark
Fig. 20. Grigne
Valsassina and Como Lake
Geopark map. Geosites: 1)
Moncodeno Ice Cave; 2)
Fiumelatte; 3) Porta di
Prada; 4) Grignetta
pinnacles; 5) Sasso
Cavallo 6) Calcare di
Perledo Varenna - Type
section; 7) Formazione di
Bellano - Type section; 8)
Scudo della Grigna
Settentrionale; 9) "Nero di
Varenna" quarries; 10)
Bellano Canyon; 11) Ponte
Chiuso - Rocca di Baiedo;
12) Piona and Olgiasca;
13) Piani Resinelli Mining
Museum Park; 14) Barite
Mines; 15) Bocca di
Biandino; 16) Liassic paleo
ridge; 17) Val Fraina kame
terraces; 18) Zucco di
Maesimo; 19)
Conglomerato di Ponte
della Folla; 20) Bindo
landslide; 21)Troggia
waterfall; 22) Abandoned
iron mine; 23) Costa del
Palio Caves; 24) Valbona
mine; 25) Pizzo Varrone;
26) Mine and furnace; 27)
Val Biandino Pluton; 28)
Lacca della Bobbia karst
spring; 29) Piani di Bobbio;
30) Lago di Sasso mine;
31) Caleotto's mine; 32)
Canale del Peloso mine;
33) Ferrera cave; 34)
Laorca caves; 35) Balisio
Canyon; 36) Rialba
Towers; 37) Cainallo
moraine and lacustrine
deposits; 38) Mud
vulcanoes; 39) Tartavalle
thermae; 40) Pian delle
Betulle Deep Seated
Gravitational Slope
Deformation (DSGSD); 41)
Casargo saddle; 42) Piani
di Artavaggio; 43) Maggio
moraine; 44) Conglomerato
del Pialeral; 45) Mogafieno
Karstic area; 46) Prato
della Nave; 47) Travertino
di Necrebbio; 48) Fans; 49)
Nava hanging valley; 50)
Valle del Geron landslide.
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1 - Ghiacciaia del Moncodeno/Moncodeno Ice Cave
The ice cave of Moncodeno is the most famous cave with glacial deposits in the Lombardia Region
(see the description of Nicolas Steno, and probably it was also described by Leonardo Da Vinci). It
is the symbol of the whole plateau of Moncodeno. This has a high density of karst on the surface
and subsurface, that have developed in many phases starting from the emergence of the
Carbonatic platform that is known as Formazione di Esino.
2 - Fiumelatte
The cave of Fiumelatte is also an important karstic spring that is productive between the end of
March and November. During this period, a big flow of water comes out of the cave and flows into
Como Lake following a steep slope and is usually covered with foam.
Most of the water comes from Moncodeno. The cave is over 750 m long and it is situated along
faults and/or fracture zones, where the morphology is dominated by structural aspects.
3 - Porta di Prada
A prominent natural arch in Formazione di Esino uniquely opened on a hill side. It is a relict of a
previous large karst systems in the area that is testified by several cavities. The present
morphology is due to collapse or glacial erosion. The panoramic view increases the attractive
value, and this makes it unique as compared to other natural arches present in the Grigna.
4 - Pinnacoli della Grignetta/Grignetta pinnacles
Pinnacles and gullies are imposed on the Dolomia Principale; the characteristic morphology is
caused by gravity action and large portion of mountain flanks some of them are famous due to
known climbing routes. The density of these morphologies, their number and their size make the
area a unique landscape.
5 - Sasso Cavallo
It is a prominent evidence of over thrusting front of the slice of the Northern Grigna that has formed
very high walls of Formazione di Esino. The clinostratification of carbonate platform is also very
clear. Although the Sasso Cavallo is a climbing path, the sedimentary structure are visibile also by
the surrounding paths.
6 - Calcare di Perledo - Varenna - Sezione tipo/Calcare di Perledo - Varenna - Type section
The type section of the Calcare di Perledo-Varenna outcrops at Val Portone. It is 322 m long and
starts with a clay layer and pyroclastic material and continue mainly with limestone and dolomitic
limestone, grey to black in colour and somehow stratified. There are also marls layers intercalated
with pyroclastics. The Calcare di Perledo - Varenna has been deposited in isolated sea sounds
where water exchange with the open sea was scarce.
7 - Formazione di Bellano - Sezione tipo Formazione di Bellano - Type section
It is the type section of the Formazione di Bellano, testifying a paleo-environment of costal alluvial
plane formed during Anisico. There were also delta fans that were successively submerged. At the
base it is made up of conglomerates and sandstones, followed by layers of dolomite and another
sandstone.
8 - Scudo della Grigna Settentrionale
It is the best site where the basinal succession of Grigna could be observed together with the
lithology and morphology. The paleontological material is also very interesting with a stratum rich in
Brachiopods “Banco a Brachiopodi” and a site, where new species of fishes were identified. There
were Saurichtys and there are analogies to the fauna of Monte S.Giorgio (World Heritage of
UNESCO) and Southern China. More, the most ancient Italian starfish has been discovered in this
site.
9 - Cave di Nero di Varenna/"Nero di Varenna" quarries
The first reptile fossils in Lombardia were discovered in therse quarries in the 19th century (in
example Lariosaurus balsami). Lapidary materials have been also extracted and important building
like the Cathedral of Como were constructed from these rocks.
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10 - Orrido di Bellano/Bellano Canyon
Pioverna stream flows in the Canyon, just before it enters into the lake. The Canyon is entirely
formed by metamorphic rocks and it is probably due to the Deep Seated Gravitational Slope
Deformation (DSGSD) that has “closed” the Val Muggiasca. This has been introduced into the
tourist itineraries of Como Lake some centuries back.
11 - Ponte Chiuso/Rocca di Baiedo
Presence of the Valtorta fault can be closely observed and it can be appreciated and used as a
didactic example. The lineament is at a regional scale and the presence of Formazione di Esino is
indicated by the light grey color, in close contact with the Verrucano Lombardo that is red in color.
12 - Piona and Olgiasca
An important site where pegmatitic minerals rich in feldspars were extracted. Several samples of
tormalin, garnet, apatite, zircon and beryl are extracted from this site and are displayed in
museums and private collections.
13 - Miniere dei Piani Resinelli/Piani Resinelli Mining Museum Park
A mining complex of active iron extraction until the mid of the 20th century. Today partly
reconstructed, is used as a museum and it is open to tourists since 2002. It is organized for various
age ranges people.
14 - Miniere di barite/Barite Mines
Barite is extracted from the contact between the basement and the Permian Succession. The
extraction of mineral started in the 19th century, Part of the mineral was exported and part was
worked in the “Bario Salt factory” of Lecco. At the end of the mining concession organization of an
itinerary in the internal part of the mining area is expected.
15 - Bocca di Biandino
It is located on a structurally controlled valley and definitely a beautiful site. The morphologically
high was originally interpreted as roche moutonnée, but really they are folds in Permian
conglomerates. It is a perfect model to see the relationship between geological structures and
morphology.
16 - Paleoalto liassico/Liassic paleo ridge
It is an old lineament of high structures in the Lombardy basin. It is Hettangian-Sinemurian in age
can be easily distinguished by its facies. It is also characterized by mega-breccias and slumping
stratas.
17 -Terrazzi di contatto glaciale Val Fraina/Val Fraina kame terraces
At this site the kame terraces are very clear and these testify the landscape formed during the last
glaciation. They are developed on the both sides of the valley. Although they are similar to other
morphologies of this kind, here they are more appreciable because of the uncontaminated
landscape.
18 - Zucco di Maesimo
Klippe formed by the basal facies of the Dolomia Principale, made up of breccias that overthrust
the Calcare di Zu. The morphological distinction is clear and the top surface has depressions
formed due to tectonic and slope movements instead of karstic processes.
19 - Conglomerato di Ponte della Folla; 35 - Canyon di Balisio/Balisio Canyon; 41 - Sella di
Casargo/Casargo saddle
The three sites are linked to the evolution of Valsassina, where the last tectonic adjustment took
place starting from the mid Pleistocene. After this event the Varrone stream, that first originated in
Valvarrone and flowed in Valsassina in North-South direction, later followed only the Valvarrone in
North direction. Whereas the Pioverna stream, tributary of PaleoVarrone, flows to the North
following the whole Valsassina. As an evidence to this event there is the Conglomerato di Ponte
della Folla, consisting of clasts that came from a different basin that aliments the Pioverna stream
and the two dead valleys of the Casargo saddle and Balisio Canyon.
The later is distinguished by its vertical morphology that is typical characteristics of the Dolomia
Principale, that is clearly visible on the eastern slope of the valley.
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20 - Frana di Bindo/Bindo landslide
It is a didactic example of a rock avalance of 1 million meter cube that had knocked down the
village of Bindo. Although the deposit is partially reworked, the morphology is still clear. The
landslide is also perfect example of civil defence, infact management of the emergency has
prevented the occurrence of victims.
21 - Cascate del Troggia/Troggia waterfall
A remarkable waterfall of about 100 m high, from the Troggia stream at its entrance into
Valsassina. The waterfall has a pond at its base and this was mentioned by Leonardo da Vinci,
Stoppani and Cermenati, during their studies and excursions in the proposed area of the Geopark.
23 - Grotte della Costa del Palio/Costa del Palio Caves
The site includes the Maddalena cave, that is the principal complex, and the Alaska and Siberia
caves. The Maddalena cave is strongly controlled by the geological structure and it extends for
more than 10 km mainly with horizontal galleries. From this system there comes out the "Fiom Lat"
spring which collects waters that drain from caves situated on the opposite side of the slope. This
is a fantastic example to show that the external morphology does not govern the underground
drainage.
24 - Miniera di Valbona/Valbona mine; 30 - Miniera di Lago di Sasso/Lago di Sasso mine; 32
- Miniera del Canale del Peloso/Canale del Peloso mine
These are among the most significant evidences of mining that took place in Val Biandino. Both the
sedimentary cover and the basement rocks are mineralized.
25 - Pizzo Varrone
The angular discordance with different inclinations between the layers of Formazione del Pizzo del
Diavolo and Verrucano Lombardo is clearly visible at this site. The morphology of Pizzo governed
by the lithostructural surface is also beautiful.
26 - Miniera e forno/Mine and furnace; 22 - Miniera di ferro abbandonata/Abandoned iron
mine; 31 - Miniera di Caleotto/Caleotto's mine
These are evidences of mining at the upper Valvarrone area, where mining took place since 1600
a.D. The Caleotto’mine is also well preserved and it can still be visited.
27 - Plutone della Val Biandino/Val Biandino Pluton
It is an intrusive body of Permian age, composed of mainly diorite and granodiorite, subdivided in
many blocks. The aureole contact, partly highly developed, is the most interesting aspect. Textural
variations of the host rock are clearly visible and presence of xenoliths makes it more attractive.
28 - Lacca della Bobbia/Lacca della Bobbia karst spring
Karst spring of the Piani di Bobbio is characterized by its high pressure flow during the rainy
season. After few meters the cave is closed by a siphon, but beyond that it continues for more than
800 m. There are very wide spaces with columns up to 6 m high.
29 - Piani di Bobbio
It is a Karstic plateau where structural and morphological aspects are added. Fault planes are
visible along the steep slopes of Passo del Toro and from walls of the Dolomia Prinicpale and
flanks of the Plateau. The Karst structures are mainly represented by sinkholes and small shafts,
although many of the morphologies are formed due to the slope dynamics and tectonic lineaments.
33 - Grotta Ferrera/Ferrera cave
It is one of the most wide caves of Grigna with a hall of about 170 x 40 m wide. The cave
developes along a big fracture and the internal morphology testifies that it was widened by
successive roof collapes. It is a famous site in the area and this is partly due to the iron mining in
the past. An hydric circulation is present, probably related to the big “Acqua Bianca spring” that is
present a few distance from the cave.
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34 - Grotte di Laorca/Laorca caves
It is a complex of many caves that are opened in the Laorca conglomerate that is formed by
cemented slope debris. Laorca cave is very large, partly occupied by the cemetery of Laorca,
where as San Giovanni cave is more developed with concretions and small basins.
36 - Torrioni di Rialba/Rialba Towers
The towers are up to 100 m high and are made up of Conglomerato di Rialba. The conglomerate
was formed due to a big and old landslide; the towers are due to lateral spreads that extend all
along the slope. Due to the location of the towers that is near to important roads and a railway,
they are under a strict control by a modern system.
37 - Morena e depositi lacustri del Cainallo/Cainallo moraine and lacustrine deposits
An excellent glaciolacustrine deposit of over 40 m thick, containing dropstones and laminations.
The lake was formed during the last glaciation occupying the space between the mountain side
and the end moraine of the glacial tongue that stopped after penetrating the valley. The glacial
deposit is still visible where the shelter of Cainallo has been constructed.
38 - Vulcanelli di fango/Mud vulcanoes
These are small eruption manifestations that appear near the Pioverna stream and the adjacent
area. These are caused by the up-flow of silts due to the presence of pressurized groundwater in
contact with the substratum. The substratum is affected by a Valtorta fault. The fault controls the
up flow of the groundwater and sometimes it is associated with mud eruptions and sometimes it
causes subsidence of the ground.
39 - Terme di Tartavalle/Tartavalle thermae
These are the outcome of many mineralized and oligomineralized springs, that are both from deep
and shallow groundwater circulations within Verrucano Lombardo and Servino. These were active
for more than a century and at present they are under a project of rehabilitation and it is another
means of tourist attraction in the area.
40 - DGPV Pian delle Betulle/Pian delle Betulle Deep Seated Gravitational Slope Deformation
(DSGSD)
A very good representation of a deep slope that is deformed by gravitational activities. This
phenomenon is quite diffused in the area which also has strongly influenced the morphology of the
area. Ridge-top depressesions are present, valleys are aligned parallel to mountain slopes,
trenches and counterscarps make the presence of DSGSD clear, even to non experts.
42 - Piani di Artavaggio
A karstic plateau characterized by the presence of many superficial and underground
morphologies that are manifested including on dolomites. Most of the subsurface morphologies are
related to the fractures of the rocks and slope movements instead of karstism.
43 - Morena di Maggio Maggio moraine
A moraine complex that occur in the Southern part of Valsassina, These are products of the last
maximum glacial and some other older moraines. The LGM moraines is visibile at the cemetery of
Maggio.
44 - Conglomerato del Pialeral
It is a big slab of conglomerate usually within the Grèze Litées facies. It is formed by a slope debris
during the cold seasons, of probably the Mid Pleistocene. Inversion of the relief caused by the
evolution of the surrounding valleys is very interesting.
45 - Carsismo di Mogafieno/Mogafieno Karstic area
A slope made up of Formazione di Esino with many superficial morphologies such as Karstic
fissures, bogaz and karren.
46 - Prato della Nave
A beautiful moraine deposit of the last maximum glacial period, over 400 meters long indicated by
the presence of erratic blocks on the crest. It is one of the few evidences for the presence of a
moraine along the side of the lake.
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47 - Travertino di Necrebbio
It is a big deposit, more than 40 meters thick and partially still active. It is identified as microhermal,
stromatolitic and waterfall travertine. The later forms the frontal part of the deposit. Dating made on
these rocks show an age of at least the Upper Pleistocene.
48 - Conoidi/Fans
The fans of Como Lake usually form complex edifices. These are partly developed from alluvial
and partly from landslide deposits. They have an interwoven history with many phases of glacial
advancements and retreats. The Mandello del Lario fan is formed partly by pre-LGM (cemented)
and partly by the post-LGM (non cemented) deposits. An old shore terrace is also clearly visible,
indicating that the lake was at a much higher level than its present position.
49 - Valle sospesa di Nava/Nava hanging valley
The hanging valley is crosscut by the Valle dell'Acquaduro in the North and by the retreating spring
of Lacca della Bobbia in the South. The valley has a smooth profile and it is covered with a big
slope debris deposits. Its evolution as a hanging valley is probably due to the movements of the
Linea della Valtorta and Linea del Faggio.
50 - Frana della Valle del Geron/Valle del Geron landslide
This is an important landslide, located at the right-hand side of the Balisio Canyon, with well
defined morphology. The landslide is very big and the related deposit, partially cemented, have
formed a large fan where the village of Balisio has been founded.
A more detaliled and completed description of the Geosites is in the Annex 4 “List and detailed
description of existing Geosites”

4. Details on the interest of these sites in terms of their international,
national, regional or local value
GE
OSI
TE
n°

GEOSITE NAME

LEVEL
OF
INTER
EST

1*

MONCODENO ICE CAVE*

2*

VALUE

GEOSCIE
NCE
SUBJECT

MUNICIPALITY

I

SC/ED/HI

GE/PC

ESINO LARIO

FIUMELATTE*

I

SC/ED

HY/GE

VARENNA

3

PORTA DI PRADA

N

SC/ED/AE

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

4

GRIGNETTA PINNACLES

N

SC/AE

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

5

SASSO CAVALLO

N

SC/AE/ED

SG/GE/ST

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

N

SC/ED

ST

PERLEDO

N

SC

ST

BELLANO

I

SC/ED

ST/PA/GE

PASTURO

6*

7*

8*

CALCARE DI PERLEDO
VARENNA - TYPE
SECTION*
FORMAZIONE DI
BELLANO - TYPE
SECTION*
SCUDO DELLA GRIGNA
SETTENTRIONALE*
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IT2030001
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(SPA)
IT2030601
(SCI)
IT2030001
(SPA)
IT2030601
(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601
(SCI)
IT2030001
(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601

PARK NAME
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Settentrionale
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9*
10*
11*
12*
13*
14*
15*
16*
17
18
19*
20*
21*
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

"NERO DI VARENNA"
QUARRIES*
BELLANO CANYON*
PONTE DI CHIUSO ROCCA DI BAIEDO*
AND OLGIASCA*
PIANI RESINELLI MINING
MUSEUM PARK*
BARITE MINES*
BOCCA DI BIANDINO*
LIASSIC PALEO RIDGE*
VAL FRAINA KAME
TERRACES
ZUCCO DI MAESIMO
CONGLOMERATO DI
PONTE DELLA FOLLA*
BINDO LANDSLIDE*
TROGGIA WATERFALL*
ABANDONED IRON MINE
COSTA DEL PALIO CAVES
VALBONA MINE
PIZZO VARRONE
MINE AND FURNACE
VAL BIANDINO PLUTON
LACCA DELLA BOBBIA
KARST SPRING
PIANI DI BOBBIO
LAGO DI SASSO MINE
CALEOTTO'S MINE
CANALE DEL PELOSO
MINE

N

SC/HI

MI/PA

PERLEDO

N

SC/AE/ED

GE

R

SC/ED/HI

SG

N

SC/ED

PE

BELLANO
INTROBIO/PASTUR
O
COLICO

N

ED/HI

MI

ABBADIA LARIANA

N
R
R

SC/ED
SC/AE/HI
SC

MI/PE
GE/SG
ST

PRIMALUNA
INTROBIO
MORTERONE

R

SC/ED

GE

PREMANA

R

SC

SG

R

SC

SE

N
L
L
R
L
R
L
N

SC/EDAP
AE/HI/ED
ED/HI
SC
ED/HI
AE/ED
ED/HI
SC/AE

GE
GE
MI
HY/GE
MI
ST/SG/GE
MI
PE

MOGGIO
CREMENO/PASTU
RO
CORTENOVA
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
MORTERONE
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO

R

SC

GE/HY

BARZIO

R
L
L

SC/AE/ED
ED/HI
ED/HI

GE/SG
MI
MI

BARZIO
INTROBIO
INTROBIO

L

ED/HI

MI

INTROBIO

33

FERRERA CAVE

L

SC/ED

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO

34

LAORCA CAVE

R

SC/AE

GE

LECCO

35

BALISIO CANYON

R

SC/AE/ED

GE

BALLABIO

36

RIALBA TOWERS

R

SC/ED

GE/AP

ABBADIA LARIANA

37

CAINALLO MORAINE AND
LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS

N

SC/ED/AE

GE

ESINO LARIO

L
R

SC
SC/ED

GE/HY/AP
HY

TACENO
TACENO

R

SC/ED

GE

MARGNO

R
R
L

SC
SC/AE
SC

GE
GE/SG
GE

CASARGO
MOGGIO
CREMENO

38
39
40
41
42
43

MUD VULCANOES
TARTAVALLE THERMAE
PIAN DELLE BETULLE
DEEP SEATED
GRAVITATIONAL SLOPE
DEFORMATION (DSGSD)
CASARGO SADDLE
PIANI DI ARTAVAGGIO
MAGGIO MORAINE

44

CONGLOMERATO DEL
PIALERAL

R

SC/ED

SE/GE

PASTURO

45

MOGAFIENO KARSTIC
AREA

L

SC/ED

GE

PASTURO

46

PRATO DELLA NAVE

L

SC

GE

ABBADIA LARIANA
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(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601
(SPA)
IT2030601
(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601
Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale

(SCI)
IT2030001
(SPA)
IT2030601

Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale
Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale
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47

TRAVERTINO DI
NECREBBIO

R

SC/AE

GE

48

FANS

L

SC

GE

49

NAVA HANGING VALLEY

L

SC

GE

MANDELLO DEL
LARIO
BARZIO/INTROBIO

50

VALLE DEL GERON
LANDSLIDE

L

SC

GE

PASTURO

ABBADIA LARIANA

(SCI)
IT2030002
(SPA)
IT2030601

(SPA)
IT2030601

Parco della
Grigna
Settentrionale

Tab. 1. List of the Geosites identified in the Grigna Valsassina and Como Lake Geopark area (*Geosites identified by Lombardy
Regional law -DGR IX/2616, 30 novembre 2011). Legend Level of interest: I=International N = National, R = Regional, L = Local.
Value: AE= Aesthetic; ED= Educational; HI = Historical, SC=Scientific. Geoscience subject: AP=Applied Geology; GE:
Geomorphology; HY=Hydrogeology; MI=Mining; PA= Palaentology; PC=Palaeoclimatology; PE=Petrographic and mineralogic; SE
Sedimentology; SG=Structural geology; ST=Stratigraphy. Natura 2000 sites: SCIs = Sites of Community Importance (Siti di Interesse
Comunitario), SPAs = Special Protection Areas (Zone di Protezione Speciale)
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